Love With No Love Of God Is Selfish

The basic error of mankind has been to assume that only two are needed for love; you and I, or society and I, or humanity and I. Really it takes three. Self, another self, and God; you, and I, and God.

Love of self without love of God is selfishness: love of neighbor without love of God usually embraces only those who are pleasing to us, not those who are hateful.

If only two love, love dies of exhaustion, because one can only give so much of oneself. Love is trinity, or it dies. It requires three: virtue, faith, hope, and charity, which interweave, purify, and regenerate each other.

To believe in God is to throw ourselves into His arms, to hope in Him is to rest in His heart in patience amidst trials and tribulations: to love Him is to be with Him through a participation of His Divine nature through grace.

Love of self, love of neighbor, and love of God go together. When they are separated all love is extinguished.

God never intended that the "I" and the "Thou" should be separated. God is so absolute to the full enjoyment of self, nor is He a competitor against the love of neighbor. Such love is God in pilgrimage. But if we would seek the reason why it takes three to make love live, we must look into the heart of God Himself. Human love has reached its peak when it says: "I love you, because God gave you to Me." — Fulton J. Sheen in Love, Marriage and Children.

By DAWN GIBEAU

ST. PALT. Miss. — "Marriage," said the theologian, "is a human relationship. It's not a mystical phenomenon."

This from Edward J. Dirkswager Jr., a 31-year-old member of a profession often accused of thinking otherwise — that marriage is some mystical mythical state which we reluctantly admit. Is entered into by plugging into human beings.

But Dirkswager knows better. First, he's married. He and his wife, Diane, have two children. Marc S. and Rebecca 3.

He also knows better than to short-sell humans. He is, after all a theologian who teaches at the College of St. Thomas. Here.

He is a graduate of Lassen Valley, the international center for religious education studies located in Brustois.

And Dirkswager has devoted a considerable portion of his professional time to describing what — for lack of a better phrase — we call "theology of marriage."

But he doesn't seem to mean, by that, a dogma-like set of standards by which married people should judge themselves. Marriage, remember, is human. And that means few marriages are perfect: some are better than others.

Dirkswager views marriage — human imperfections and all — as an accurate image of God and His relationship to man.

What makes it so is the thing that distinguishes marriage from other human relationships — "the act of sexual communications," said Dirkswager.

"The Old Testament," he said, "seems to be saying, as many as in the field of psychology say today, that because sexual expression is so central to expression of self, it can be the most profound form of human commitment.

And since God is profoundly committed to man — He did create man — we can begin to see why the theologian tends to look at marriage so carefully to help him learn about God.

He's not the first. The Hebrews described God in intensely concrete terms — and often used love, marriage and sexual symbolism to describe God's actions.

Dirkswager points to Genesis, which says man is in the image of God, and further describes Eve's creation as a "completion" of Adam. To Dirkswager, Genesis implies that "man and woman together form a better image of God than man or woman alone.

And St. Paul used the same imagery to the same end: he described the mutual commitment of husband and wife to illustrate Christ's commitment to man.

And back to the Old Testament: Osee, one of the first Prophets to use marriage to illustrate God's action, was married to the prostitute Gomer.

"Osee pursues her," said Dirkswager, "to bring her to himself and make a just woman of her. Just as God continually attempts to make imperfect man just and good — to bring man to Himself."

This becomes a constant theme in the Old Testament to describe how God acts vis-a-vis man," said Dirksware. "I wonder if we aren't losing sight of the faithfulness and constancy involved in marriage today," he said. "Is marriage where the spouses get along perfectly any better an image of God than one like Osee's, in which a faithful partner acts lovingly toward the errant one?"

"Being human is being Godlike," he said. For the married it means a loving response to a difficult situation, respect for each other, responsibility, knowledge of self and the other, faultlessness, openness, honesty and acceptance.

These are the qualities that contribute to 'dialogue,' said Dirkswager.

"We know intuitively when we have touched someone deeply, when a close relationship exists," he said. "That's what we use the word 'dialogue' to express.

Biblical writers called it 'convention.'

"To them," said Dirkswager, "man's relation to God is a covenant, and man's relation to woman in a covenant.

Wedding Bells in Your Future

let Burdine's plan your memorable day

OUR BRIDAL CONSULTANT will help you plan a perfect wedding, from your gown to the last gran of rice.

OUR WEDDING GIFT CONSULTANT helps you with your selection of china, silver and crystal, and registers your choice for the convenience of friends.

OUR STATIONERY CONSULTANT will help you spread the word, assist you in correct forms for invitations, announcements, personal note paper.

OUR PHOTOGRAPHER STUDIO will send a photographer to wedding and reception to capture those precious moments.

YOUR WEDDING CAKE will be baked in Burdine's own kitchen, downtown Miami store.

OUR HONEYMOON TRIP can be planned by Burdine's travel bureau. And our Decorating Studio staff will help you plan your new apartment or home.
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emotional fulfillment.

There are few wives — or husbands — who
accept silent, submissive roles as partners in marriage.

In this era of freedom and concern for
individual identity and personal fulfillment.

Betty Friedan, author of "The Feminine
Mystique," and the leaders of the feminist
movement would certainly disagree.
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It promises a couple will sit down with
the priest and plan their ceremony, selecting
these texts and alternatives which best suit
the circumstances.

Steve and Jane, for example, both
college graduates, both in their early
twenties, after dating casually for a year
became engaged at Christmas. They
call the parish priest almost im-
mediately to reserve Jane's church for an
early June wedding. He asks both of them to
stop at the rectory for a personal visit to
discuss details.

Steve, from a Methodist family, feels a
bit uneasy about this encounter with a
Roman Catholic clergyman; Jane, while
eated with her ring and the promise symbol-
ized by it, still nervously holds Steve's
hand during the interview.

After outlining the mechanical neces-
sities which have to be disposed of — records,
papers, licenses, organist, pre-marriage
classes, the priest suggests some possi-
bles open to them for the wedding cer-
emony itself.

Would you like a simple Mass or a ser-
ceremony without the Eucharist?

Which of the 28 scriptural readings
would you prefer?

How about your parents, a member of
the wedding party, a relative or a friend
reading the first two scriptural readings?

Would you like an offertory procession
with a token gift for the poor, the sign of
peace, a different entrance procedure in-
volving your parents more actively?

Peace, a different entrance procedure in-
volving your parents more actively?

Would you prefer?

The new marriage liturgy, which will
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** Wellington Hall... is a complete
home furnishings design center.
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future selection.

Come browse to your
heart's content in room
settings of unbelievable
beauty.

As you'll see, we're different.

** Wellington Hall
16 Miricle Mile, Coral Gardens • 443-2549

You'll Want to Consult

** Flowers

INCORPORATED

Whose management has been
serving Churches and Brides
in the Archdiocese for 23 years.

Our Very Special
For the Budget Minded

$39.50

INCLUDES:
The Bride’s Bouquet
Maids of Honor Bouquet
Four Boutonnieres
Flowers for the Aftar

FOR THE VERY BEST FOR YOUR GUESTS, CALL 933-8006
MASTER HOST CATERERS, INC., Supervised by Herschel G. Levy
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**Bridal Photos: Code To Follow**

The code of ethics for wedding photographers developed by the Professional Photographers of America, Inc. PP of A makes four requirements of professional photographers who sign it.

They voluntarily agree: (1) to contact the officiating clergyman before the wedding; (2) to abide by the church's established rules; (3) to work in unobtrusive manner; and (4) to respect the dignity of the church at all times.

The PP of A which sponsors this code is America's oldest and largest society of professional photographers; it is a nonprofit trade association with over 10,000 members in the U.S. and Canada. Before this code was available explained William W. Carrier, Jr., of the PP of A: "neither the bridal party nor their clergyman had any really objective basis for choosing one wedding photographer over another.

"But now, if they choose a professional who subscribes to the code of ethics, they get the double assurance that their wedding pictures will be of professional quality and the photographer's actions will never detract from the sacredness of the occasion."

**His Military Service—What To Do**

The engaged or newly-married couple facing military service has to accept rough days ahead as separations and the interruption of education or career loom with dark realism. For the new wife, a husband off to military service, life means a return to loneliness, or to family. But she's a different woman now — and she doesn't fit well into the old patterns. She's also discovering an entirely new and painful meaning of loneliness.

"Nobody understands that part of you is gone with him. They can't imagine your personal grief, and your resentments sometimes of other couples who don't have to be separated. They wouldn't believe how hard it is for you to get up in the morning. The meaning of your life has gone — and it's hard to work.

"You grow up, though, because you have to face so much — including the cruelty of other guys who keep offering to ease your loneliness. It's a good test of your love," said a young wife whose husband recently returned after nearly two years overseas.

**Towle introduces "The Second Chance."**

Kwizhnanc work wonderful if you've chosen the wrong threading pattern, Towle will take it back.

Until now if you bought the wrong sterling pattern we were stuck with it. Towle has changed all that with something called "The Second Chance."

Here's how it works: Come in and buy a Towle sterling pattern and eat with it for a year. We will even monogram it if you like. If at any time during those twelve months you decide this pattern is wrong for you, return your sterling to Towle. They'll exchange it for another Towle pattern. No questions asked.

Towle's "Second Chance": Now you have something every woman desires when she is selecting a wedding pattern. The right to be wrong.

**GREENLEAF & CROSBY Jewelers.**

In The Fashionable Old Harbour Shops.

PP of A Collins Avenue, Old Harbour

Since 1866, The Oldest Jewelers In Florida.

**Banning presents WEDDING SHOWCASE $41.50 COMPLETE**

**1 The Bride's Bouquet (Your Choice of Seasonal Flowers)**
**II Maid of Honor Bouquet**
**III Corsages for Two Mothers**
**IV Four Boutonnieres (Bridalgroom, Best Man, Two Father's)**

Ask About Our Free Limousine Service
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Dialogue between man and wife can — and must — develop this self-awareness, because this is done by focusing in the intimate relationship of marriage.

Neither should there be any room for prima donnas: the man, for of course, embraces the child.

We'll admit that sometimes it is difficult to interrupt what we're doing to listen and talk to children — and they never seem to interrupt — but it is always worthwhile when we do.

Shyly afterwards, however, while the TV news was on and when the kids at the same time wanted to talk about 'stel knitting, Jimmy shouted: "Quiet. I want to wear the news."

But I thought you were all in favor of dialogue, Patrik replied.

Many obstacles are put in the path of dialogue.

Television is certainly one. When the kids shout or are over, then the socialized adult programs take over, dialogue is often lost in the shuffle.

Another villain is household chores that both work at — a man from time to time. Weekends are often filled with so many cleaning, washing, ironing, and mending that the husband and wife hardly have a whole sentence to say to each other.

Every weekend should contain some sort of family outings or activities — a trip to the museum, a picnic, a long walk or ride a bike ride downtown — something that everyone will enjoy. Children should not be hidden from the family's arguments or discussions.

Parents must develop a self-awareness, honesty, and a basic continuity of understanding, because their children are challenging and understanding each other.

Dialogue between husband and wife should also.

Comfort — "Dialogue" doesn't always mean a discussion. Sometimes it is as simple as giving someone a hug when they need it.

example, shouldn't think it is something extra special simply because he is the one in the family who is "employed." A man can possibly be a phony or a prima donna at his job, but he should never be in his family.

Honesty between husband and wife, between parents and children is essential for a healthy marriage and family life.

Dialogue between husband and wife should also.

people assume that their children have the same questions and problems that they had as youngsters. But we ourselves were called to task recently after discussing the idea of dialogue with our children.

"What dialogue?" seven-year-old Patrick asked.

We tried to explain it to him, that it means listening to and his brother and two sisters and trying to understand what others are telling him.

One evening recently at the dinner table, a rather lively, heated discussion on the topic of electronic music. In the midst of what must have seemed like a noisy argument, we noticed several pairs of little eyes gazing at us in unaccustomed, questioningly.

Then we laughed and explained: "Monopoly and daddies aren't talking. We're just discussing."

But with everyone wanting to dialogue, it probably need not be said that we seldom ever have a silent dinner...

As we've said before, honesty is important in relations between people and it is particularly important when parents discuss things with children.

We've tried to be honest with our kids in everything — from when they ask about rare facts to when they ask about sex.

That's what dialogue means: human beings honest with themselves and with each other.

Going Formal?

Exclusive Formal Apparel for Men
Complete Rental Service

- Cutaway
- Stroller
- Full Dress
- Shovel Tux
- Continental Tux
- Double Breasted Tux
- Edwardian Tux
- White Dinner Jacket
- Shouting Dinner Jacket
- Brocades

Ask about our Free Gift to the Bride and Groom for a group order of 6 or more formal outfits.

"CLASSY"
FORMAL WEAR
For Full Information — Call:
30 S.E. 1st STREET — MIAMI — TEL: 379-1212
48 MIRACLE MILE — GABLES — TEL: 445-5421
519 W. 49 STREET — Hialeah — TEL: 522-0131

but it doesn't have the Gold Medallion.

Modern women would rather move to an all-electric Gold Medallion home. And enjoy the up-to-the-minute luxury of a flameless fireplace, reverse-cycle air conditioning. And at least two other major electric appliances, plus.

Ample Light for Living, and Full Housepower Wiring.

The Gold Medallion home is more than breathtaking. It's all-electric! Which means carefree living. And it's more economical too.

For the Never-to-be-forgotten Day...
YOUR WEDDING

JOE "BALD" combines beauty plans for you and the entire party at the altar and at the wedding site.

"The most famous addresses in Classic Design"
550 Miracle Mile 7721 Red Road 6358 NE 2nd Ave.
Miami, Florida 33126 33134 33538
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Breathtaking
O Father, heart is filled with a happiness so wonder- ful, I am almost afraid. This is my wedding day. I pray Thee that the beautiful joy of this wedding day may never grow dim with tears of regret for the step I am about to take. Rather may its memories become more sweet and tender with each passing anniversary.

Thus had sent me one who seems worthy of my deepest regard. Grant unto me the power to keep him ever true and loving as now. May I prove indeed a helpful, a steadfast guiding star among all the temptations that beset the humblest of hearts.

Give me skill to make home the best loved place of all. Help me to make its light gleam brighter than any glow that would dim its radiance. Let me, Lord. Thee, meet the little misunderstandings and—care of life more bravely.

With me as I start my mission of womanhood, and stay. Thou my path from failure all the way. Walk with me even unto the end of our journey.

O Father, bless my wedding day, follow my marriage night, sanctify my motherhood if Thou seest it to be so. Make me the bride wherein all my youthful dreams are real, and cares that have left their traces, let physical fascination give way to the greatest charm of companionship.

And so may we walk hand in hand down the highway of the valley of the shadow which we hope to lighten with the sunshine of good and happy lives.

O Father, this is my prayer. Hear me. I beseech Thee. Amen.
JM KNOWS A NUMBER OF WAYS TO MAKE YOUR WEDDING MEMORABLE

Every girl dreams of having a beautiful wedding, and JM knows how to make all those dreams come true. We're as romantic as Cupid, but we're also efficiency experts when it comes to helping you with all the countless details leading up to that day of days.

BRIDAL CONSULTANT helps you plan your wedding and shows you a complete selection of bridal fashions for you and your attendants.

SENDING INVITATIONS, select formal wedding invitations, announcements, formal and informal notes and stationery from our Fine Stationery department.

BRIDAL TROUSSEAU may be chosen from a myriad of feminine finery in our bridal-wise Intimate Apparel shops.

ALL BRIDES are beautiful when they avail themselves of the many services in our Beauty Salon.

BRIDAL DIAMONDS range from the exquisitely simple to the fabulous in our Fine Jewelry.

A NEW HOMEMAKER finds everything for her home of today in JM China, Crystal, Silver, Linens and Housewares departments. By the way, our Silver Club Plan is another convenience.

FURNISHING THE HOME, enlist the professional and creative assistance of JM Interior Design Studio, at no charge, of course.

WEDDING GIFT CONSULTANT registers all your personal preferences, assists in selecting your tableware, china, crystal, linens; helps choose color schemes for your home.

TAKING A HONEYMOON, near or far, you'll want selective luggage and travel accessories from our Luggage department.

AND "THE MAN... the bridegroom will find formal wear, furnishings and a selection of unusual gifts in JM Man's Store.

Jordan Marsh
1501 BISCAYNE BOULEVARD PARK FREE!
Rings Are Most Precious
Jewelry Of The Bride

YOUR ENGAGEMENT ring and wedding bands will be the most enduring jewelry you probably ever will own. Therefore they should be selected with thought and with care. Your ring is something very personal, something to be cherished. You should not let other people influence your choice. The traditional engagement ring is, of course, the diamond. But girls today seem to realize that any ring he gives is only the actual symbol of a sacred promise. Your birthstone or his class ring also form the eternal circle of love. In some instances the groom may offer an heirloom stone which can be reset according to your taste. These are certainly acceptable.

Most girls receive a diamond from their intended. And the purchase of this precious stone will be your first important union together. Both should be mature enough to sensibly talk price. A ring that puts him in debt is no way to start your lives together.

Regardless of how much you plan to spend, or what you intend to buy, consult an established, reputable jeweler. Diamonds of the same size can vary in price because of many factors such as color, cut, and clarity, as well as size and weight.

Modern cutting and setting techniques enhance the beauty of your stones, so that even small diamonds look larger than they might actually be.

Many engagement and wedding rings are sold as sets, designed to be worn together and planned for maximum display of the central stone.

Gingiss gives you more than a beautiful groom.

Beautiful grooms are not always found. Because we are the world's largest bridalwear dealers, we can be sure and be guaranteeing perfectly no matter where in the country they are and send them all down the aisle. 17/4.

As a wedding present to you, Gingiss has a fine-quality gift from Exeter Tailoring, Inc., any woman's gift, and the groomsmen coming in for the first dress fitting.

Open Daily and Sat.
10 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Evenings:
Mon. and Fri.
Til 8 p.m.

Gingiss Formalwear Rental & Sales
520 Billings Way • Cassel Gardens, Flo. 33134

Phone 444-4537

Gifts To The Wedding Party

A traditional custom of the wedding is the gift presented to each bridesmaid and usher by the bride and groom respectively. A token of affection and appreciation for their part in making your big day, the gifts are usually small items which can be worn or carried during the ceremony and reception. Brides usually present pieces of jewelry or compacts which can be engraved with the memorable date. Grooms find keychains, cufflinks or tie clips also suitable for engraving.

If the wedding party is large, a slightly different gift should be chosen for the maid or matron of honor and the best man. The flower girl and ring bearer also should be remembered.

Gifts are usually presented at the rehearsal supper or at a special separate luncheon for the bride and her attendants and the groom and his. The presents should be chosen with care and wrapped as mementos of a happy occasion.

We Have a Pre-Wedding GIFT for You!

In fact, we might have TWO wedding gifts for you. Come in and sign our Bridal Register. You'll enjoy viewing the display of gorgeous, many-tiered wedding cakes in splendid colors and creative ornaments. We'll design one especially for you in your own wedding and reception colors.

Andrews is equipped to set up an entire reception buffet, with cold meats, finger sandwiches, hors d'oeuvres, and special platters for pre-nuptial parties and luncheons.

Open daily 7 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. Open Sunday 7 to 2 p.m. Closed Monday.

Andrews
North end of PERREINE Shopping Center
235-8012

ITALIAN IMPORT
by Promenade
A light, ribbed 100% polyester with white buttons and trim makes this two-piece aqua suit a truly outstanding value.

Molded by our own Mrs. Lou Philipp
$85.00

Dolinger's
Adeland mall 661-7944

BankAmericard, Master Charge, Charge-It, American Express.
Marriage -- A Real-Life Happening

By DAVID GIBSON

Marriage is a happening that can last a long time. That's a good thing. It's also hard, maybe if it weren't expected to last for the rest of your life, it would be easier to think of it be placed at

That long period of time provides ample opportunity for a married person to discover that his partner is really something else, something different.

It takes hard work and a lot of practice to be good at sharing anything else, particularly marriage partners who as it often turns out, don't quite fit the mold one had come to expect before the wedding.

"Constant effort. It's work. It's work without any question. It's not Hollywood. It's honest to God work for people to maintain a good, healthy, stable marriage.

The speaker is Dr. Brady McKaig, M.D., a psychiatrist in charge of couples therapy at the Psychiatric Institute in Washington, D.C.

With a grin, Dr. McKaig had just walked into me a complicated 13-hour work day that includes dishwashing of the hospital, personal hygiene, treatment of in-patients, group therapy sessions with in-patients, as much as 90 minutes a day with telephone calls and extensive administrative paper work.

Despite the work, he answered my questions thoughtfully and often at length.

"So many of the difficulties in marriage have to do with people coming into marriage with a perception of the spouse that really is not the spouse," Dr. McKaig explained.

In other words, engaged couples really don't know each other as well as they think they do. You have to work at it sometimes.

I began to wonder why there could not be some sort of preparation for marriage that would work toward helping prospective spouses get to know each other better and how to love each other.

Certainly knowing - really getting to know the spouse before marriage could help prevent a lot of unhappiness even before the honeymoon it would be easier to think of it be placed at

Dr. McKaig replied, "It's not quite the mold one has come to expect before the wedding. It's not the mold that would work, really getting to know the spouse. You would like to have satisfied or gratified?"

And then, "What type of individual can best respond and fulfill these needs for your marriage?"

By and large, Dr. McKaig said, it would be helpful if those who are not oriented to thinking about such questions could be able to learn in some structure, such as a regular basis for some kind of preparation.

The trouble is when people begin contemplating talking and considering marriage, they're almost beyond the point of having an objective viewpoint about each other. It's so subjective at that point. Obviously, they're very emotionally involved with their partner."

"At this point, how much do they know about their partner? How effectively can they begin to uncover and sort out things they may not want to think about. Things that may well be true, but that an objective person can see? Maybe somewhere earlier, maybe in the schools. . . ." he mused.

I mean, one thinks. Yes, I am aware of certain things about my prospective spouse that I am concerned about or have some question about. How effectively am I going to be able to live with such characteristics?"

But a lot of this will depend on your spouse's reaction."

At this point, I reminded myself that marriage itself provides ample opportunity for getting to know that a spouse is really something else.

Along with problems, some side effects, some communication gaps, husbands and wives do have the opportunity of getting to know each other.

Regrettably, some couples do not find ways of dealing successfully with the problem that can cause them. That is often where Dr. McKaig can be of some encouragement.

"A lot of the success of marriage is involved in knowing where the other spouse is in his or her thinking and feelings - the feelings being even more important than the thinking and then working on the issue of expressing feelings in healthy ways, which is very difficult."

If a husband and wife are trying to do the difficult work of maintaining a good, healthy, stable marriage, they will need to keep their perceptions and assumptions about their spouse in agreement with the reality of the situation. They should develop realistic expectations. They should set up their unrealistic expectations and then begin acting on those unrealistic expectations. Neither should they begin relating to the spouse as if the spouse were somebody else or had the characteristics of somebody else."

"Similarly, a healthy marriage demands that spouses not make unwarranted assumptions about what the other spouse is thinking and then act on those assumptions.

"So much of the difficulty in marriage can come down to a failure of effective communication, a breakdown of communication," Dr. McKaig said.

It occurred to me that you can heal a communication gap almost anywhere you find it, a problem three days ago.

Maybe it seems strange to find communication gaps in such an intimate relationship as marriage. But marriage is a situation that makes it possible for us to have these gaps, for our own good.

There are so many possibilities for getting to know someone, subjectively and objectively, that some communication gaps are bound to occur.

Learning how to leep them and prevent them - what makes marriage like many shorter-lived experiences, an exciting process.

The magnificent Sheraton-Four Sheraton-Four Ambassadors offers for every conceivable facility for club meetings, weddings and social events. A small, intimate lunchmount becomes a special, a debut, a most memorable milestone. You may rely on meticulous personalized service, catering planned to your precise wishes. Call Carrie Maynard, Manager at

**Sheraton-Four Ambassadors
**

3545 Coral Way, Miami

449-8112
Discusses Vatican II Marriage Views

CINCINNATI — The Second Vatican Council made it clear marriage is "a lofty vacation," not a second-rate way of life, a priest-theologian stressed here.

Father George M. Regan, C.M., discussing "Christian Responsible Parenthood" before teachers and students at the College of Mount St. Joseph here, said the council document on the Church in the Modern World "speaks of the positive spiritual values of the sacrament," of thatrimony as "a value which has to be stressed in our world."

"Too often in the past," he added, "theologians speaking of marriage were prone to say that if the people only had the necessary good will, they'd be priests or Sisters."

Father Regan said the council's emphasis on the value of love marks "a point of development" in the Church's teaching concerning marriage.

The development was not a sudden one, he said, because "there has been a trend leading in this direction over the past 20 or 30 years, but it has been meeting many obstacles."

He recalled that formerly the Church taught that procreation and education of children formed the "primary end" of marriage, and that personal fulfillment was a "secondary end."

"This language is not used in the council document, however," he said, adding that the terms had been "drifting out" of use before the council.

The council document, he said, marks "the final rejection" of the old terminology about primary and secondary ends.

Father Regan expressed the opinion that the old description of marriage had been "misleading," especially for the "ordinary Catholic without a philosophical orientation," who he said would be inclined to take "secondary" as meaning "less important."

"Some interpret the elimination of this terminology as meaning that there is equal value to the ends formerly called primary and secondary," he said.

In any event, the council simply presents love and life as two values not calling either primary or secondary, he said.

"Quality Costs Less at Le Monde!"
Visit Rectory Early

Plans for your wedding begin in the rectory. If you live in a particularly busy parish it is wise to go as soon as possible to schedule the date of your choice. As soon as possible to schedule the date of your choice.

After the date has been set all arrangements are worked out with the pastor of the bride. Be on time, there may be rehearsals scheduled after your ceremony.

To get to Church in Good Time

"Get me to the church on time." is not merely an amusing song lyric. It has its basis in the unfortunate fact that weddings don't get underway on time.

It is a point that priests mention most in connection with weddings. Be on time not only for the wedding, but for the rehearsal, they say.

Not only is it courteous to be on time, there may be other weddings and other rehearsals scheduled after your ceremony.

Most parishes nowadays request that guests refrain from throwing rice or confetti on the church premises. Rice, particularly, is dangerous if not swept up and the throwing of either requires extra work for the church maintenance crew.
**Groom’s Countdown**

--- Remember This

**30 DAYS BEFORE WEDDING**

Order your bride’s entertainment and wedding rings.

Complete your guest list and give it to the bride’s mother.

Arrange with your florist to visit the rectory.

Determine the number of suits you’ll need with your florist, and begin making your choices.

**30 DAYS BEFORE THE WEDDING**

Order your wedding attire after consulting your bride.

Ask your best man and usher(s) to participate and brief them on the proper attire.

Discuss honeymoon plans with your bride and start making the necessary reservations.

**30 DAYS BEFORE THE WEDDING**

Pick up your bride’s wedding ring. Check to see that the engraving is correct.

Purchase gifts for your attendants.

Order gloves and neckwear for your attendants, and make sure they’ve ordered their own wedding attire.

Select a wedding gift for your bride.

Arrange lodging for relatives and others in your entourage. They will appreciate your expectations.

Make sure all necessary documents — legal, medical, and religious — are in order.

Complete honeymoon plans and purchase all tickets.

**30 DAYS BEFORE THE WEDDING**

Make a date with your bride to get the marriage license. You might make it a festive occasion with lunch at her favorite restaurant.

Check on arrangements for the bachelor dinner in any event.

Arrange with your best man for transportation from the reception to the airport or wherever you plan to embark on your honeymoon.

**30 DAYS BEFORE THE WEDDING**

Present gifts to your attendants at the bachelor party, perhaps.

Remind your best man and other ushers of rehearsal and rehearsal dinner details.

Book the head table for any special wedding arrangements.

Give the best man a sealed envelope containing details for the proofs.

Get your going away clothes in order so you can change at the reception.

Pack for your honeymoon.

---

**Bride’s Countdown -- A Checklist**

The checklist for brides given below will vary with individual requirements, but basically it provides an overall view of the steps a prospective bride should consider in preparing for her big day.

**30 DAYS BEFORE WEDDING**

Determine what type of wedding you would like.

Set the date and time; make arrangements with your parish priest.

Invite your bride’s maids and ushers to participate in the wedding.

Make the reservations for your wedding reception and/or dinner with your church, hotel, or club.

Choose and reserve your wedding gown and the dresses for your attendants.

Start your guest list, and ask your future mother-in-law to begin hers.

Start planning your honeymoon.

Begin shopping for your new home or apartment and furnishing.

Begin shopping for your pattern in china, silver and the like. It is a good idea to register your choice with a department store having such a service.

**30 DAYS BEFORE WEDDING**

Order your invitations, announcements and thank-you notes.

Visit your florist and place your order.

Stop for your trousseau.

It is customary to buy your attendants’ wedding gifts. Choose them now.

Make arrangements for a photographer.

---

**The Happiest Couples**

According to research, the most satisfying marriage experience is the one in which:

1. You are completely committed and focused on each other.

2. We always make our feelings known by our actions.

3. We find little or nothing to argue about.

4. We live and work together.

---

**Richards Credit Card**

Convenient credit plans are available which will enable you to purchase your home furnishings, major appliances and every day shopping needs.

*P.S. We have singles too!*

---

**For A Social Affair In The Grand Manner**

The world-famous Starlight Roof, or the elegant Mediterranean Room at Doral On-the-Ocean . . . The breathtaking Grand Ballroom, or the exquisite Conquistador Room at fabulous Doral Country Club . . . These and other beautiful settings can be yours for weddings, banquets, receptions, and confirmations, complemented by gourmet cuisine and flawless service . . . in the Doral tradition.

**DORAL ON THE OCEAN**

Telephone Mr. Carlos Fernandez at 638-3600

**DORAL COUNTRY CLUB**

Telephone Mr. David Kovac at 688-3600

---

**an invitation for the bride and groom to make your first "His and Hers"**

**a richards credit card**

---

**Address, stamp and seal your invitations and announcements so they’ll be ready to mail at the proper time.**

**30 DAYS BEFORE WEDDING**

Check in with your physician for medical examination, blood test, etc.

Mail these invitations.

**30 DAYS BEFORE WEDDING**

Don’t forget that gift for your future husband-to-be.

Make whatever final decisions remain on your wedding reception menu and order.

Begin recording wedding gifts and writing thank-you notes.

Order your wedding cake and favors.

Treat your bridesmaids to a luncheon. Now is a good time to give them their gifts.

**7 DAYS BEFORE WEDDING**

Display your gifts in some appropriate place at home.

Make a list of things you’ll need for the honeymoon.

Don’t forget to have your marriage license signed this week.

Check with your parish priest about church rehearsal time.

**THE WEDDING DAY**

Mail your wedding announcements.

Give your photographer time to take your wedding portraits before you start down the aisle.

---

**Richards Credit Card**

Convenient credit plans are available which will enable you to purchase your home furnishings, major appliances and every day shopping needs.

*P.S. We have singles too!*

---

**Address, stamp and seal your invitations and announcements so they’ll be ready to mail at the proper time.**

**30 DAYS BEFORE WEDDING**

Check in with your physician for medical examination, blood test, etc.

Mail these invitations.

**30 DAYS BEFORE WEDDING**

Don’t forget that gift for your future husband-to-be.

Make whatever final decisions remain on your wedding reception menu and order.

Begin recording wedding gifts and writing thank-you notes.

Order your wedding cake and favors.

Treat your bridesmaids to a luncheon. Now is a good time to give them their gifts.

**7 DAYS BEFORE WEDDING**

Display your gifts in some appropriate place at home.

Make a list of things you’ll need for the honeymoon.

Don’t forget to have your marriage license signed this week.

Check with your parish priest about church rehearsal time.

**THE WEDDING DAY**

Mail your wedding announcements.

Give your photographer time to take your wedding portraits before you start down the aisle.

---

**Richards Credit Card**

Convenient credit plans are available which will enable you to purchase your home furnishings, major appliances and every day shopping needs.

*P.S. We have singles too!*

---

**Address, stamp and seal your invitations and announcements so they’ll be ready to mail at the proper time.**

**30 DAYS BEFORE WEDDING**

Check in with your physician for medical examination, blood test, etc.

Mail these invitations.

**30 DAYS BEFORE WEDDING**

Don’t forget that gift for your future husband-to-be.

Make whatever final decisions remain on your wedding reception menu and order.

Begin recording wedding gifts and writing thank-you notes.

Order your wedding cake and favors.

Treat your bridesmaids to a luncheon. Now is a good time to give them their gifts.

**7 DAYS BEFORE WEDDING**

Display your gifts in some appropriate place at home.

Make a list of things you’ll need for the honeymoon.

Don’t forget to have your marriage license signed this week.

Check with your parish priest about church rehearsal time.

**THE WEDDING DAY**

Mail your wedding announcements.

Give your photographer time to take your wedding portraits before you start down the aisle.

---

**Richards Credit Card**

Convenient credit plans are available which will enable you to purchase your home furnishings, major appliances and every day shopping needs.

*P.S. We have singles too!*

---

**Address, stamp and seal your invitations and announcements so they’ll be ready to mail at the proper time.**

**30 DAYS BEFORE WEDDING**

Check in with your physician for medical examination, blood test, etc.

Mail these invitations.

**30 DAYS BEFORE WEDDING**

Don’t forget that gift for your future husband-to-be.

Make whatever final decisions remain on your wedding reception menu and order.

Begin recording wedding gifts and writing thank-you notes.

Order your wedding cake and favors.

Treat your bridesmaids to a luncheon. Now is a good time to give them their gifts.

**7 DAYS BEFORE WEDDING**

Display your gifts in some appropriate place at home.

Make a list of things you’ll need for the honeymoon.

Don’t forget to have your marriage license signed this week.

Check with your parish priest about church rehearsal time.

**THE WEDDING DAY**

Mail your wedding announcements.

Give your photographer time to take your wedding portraits before you start down the aisle.

---
Plan Ahead

It is a good idea to make arrangements to see the pastor at least three months before the wedding. This gives enough time to carry out requirements in a calm and orderly way.

If the wedding date is known earlier, there is no reason why arrangements for the Church cannot be made earlier.

In fact, it is a good idea particularly for brides to be married in a busy season. Many brides have been disappointed by planning too late only to find the church already scheduled for another wedding.

Don’t plan the entire wedding before talking to the pastor or parish priest. This is most discourteous and apt to be a source of annoyance. It is the pastor’s right to set guidelines for weddings in his church.

THERE’S MORE to arranging a wedding than picking out a dress as this young couple already knows.

A checklist, similar to the one at the left, concerning the wedding day with reminders on when and how to make all of the orders and reservations can avoid mistakes which could create periods of havoc when the special day arrives.

FURNITURE INTERIORS
Blums of boca
Dedicated to the Art of Gracious Living
2950 N. Federal
Boca Raton

Next To The Bride . . .
The Loveliest Thing at Your Wedding is a Cake - carefully designed by
Las Olas Bakeries, Inc.

SEVEN LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU
 Ft. Lauderdale (2) - Plantation - Boca Raton
 Pompano Beach (2) - Deerfield Beach

Over 23 years in Broward

Congratulations on your Engagement
OUR SINCERE GOOD WISHES FOR YOUR HAPPINESS

You and your fiancé are invited to inspect our excellent and exclusive facilities for your wedding reception. Whether it will be a small party or a large one, a dinner or a buffet, we have accommodations suitable for the occasion. Please come in and let us show you the rooms and suggested menus.

ROBERT F. SULLIVAN
President

CRISTAL LAKE
COUNTRY CLUB
3800 W. SAMPLE ROAD
Pompano Beach
Ph. 942-3533

March 27, 1970
THE VOICE
Miami, Florida
Fast Ways To Ruin A Marriage

1. Insist on your own way. Never give in or compromise—even on little things.

2. Run home to mother with your troubles. Never try to solve things yourself—or together.

3. Air your spouse's faults in public. Amuse the crowd at party with anecdotes about his or her failings. Never let a slip pass without comment.

4. Put other things before each other. If you're a husband, your job, hobby or do-it-yourself project. If you're a wife, the children, housework, cards or club work.

5. Always wait for your partner to say he or she is sorry first, if you have an argument. Never admit you are wrong.

How To Fight With Your Wife

Quarrels? Sure, like your wife. Unless the marriage deteriorates or license.

The Cana Conference Chicago offers these eight ground rules for the encounter:

• Keep little things little—don't make a mountain of molehills.

• Keep it to a discussion—a difference of opinion need not turn into an argument.

• Keep hold of tongue and temper—we always have the ones we love because we know their Achilles heal.

• Keep it fair—reveal your feelings sincerely. Don't snarl or misstate.

• Keep it current—don't rake up the past to support your present position.

• Keep it short—never let the sun set upon your anger.
Engagement: A Time For Making Certain

What is the purpose of an engagement?

It is natural for an engaged girl to like to see her fiance and to experience renewed pleasure in meeting him frequently.

These meetings should serve above all for getting to know each other better, more thoroughly and more intimately, so as to judge the possibility of a successful marriage, a guarantee of a happy and virtuous life together.

It is a time for reflection before the most irrevocable contract a human being can make: it is a question of making definitely sure that you are not mistaken in your choice.

Above all, the engaged couple should make sure that they share an identical conception of life in this profound significance.

For example, what is the religious outlook of the other person? Does his Christian life consist of only attending Sunday Mass and of occasionally receiving the sacraments? Or is his whole life really ruled by strong convictions, which motivate his actions, help him to make an effort to improve his character, and to master himself in order to better fulfill the duties of his daily work?

If the religion of either party is superficial, then it is to be feared that the Christian education of the children to come will be affected.

A certain agreement is definitely necessary in plans for the future and for the running of the home. If their tastes are radically different, their understanding would probably encounter insurmountable obstacles or would exact such sacrifices that the happiness of one or even both of the spouses would be seriously jeopardized.

HARMONY

It is also necessary that temperaments be sufficiently harmonious. Two truly serious Christians having relatively identical ideas and ambitions, can nevertheless, as a result of profound differences, be incapable of lasting agreement, and thereby find it impossible to establish a peaceful home.

On the whole, since marriage is the most serious decision of a lifetime, the engagement period should be usefully employed in getting to know each other as thoroughly as possible.

How can you arrive at this mutual knowledge?

First, by studying each other. The engaged couple must be able to exchange their ideas, and plans in private. These free and natural talks are necessary; parents should allow the young people the opportunity of presenting their points of view frankly and honestly. The frequency of these talks will depend upon how soon marriage is to take place.

During these meetings you must make sure to reveal your natural self. Too often, engaged couples have a tendency to flatter themselves intellectually, pretend to qualities, talents, or virtues which they do not have, or at least not to the degree they are implying. It is infinitely better to make yourself known as you are, with your true character, your faults as well as your virtues, in their more or less true proportions.

Yes, everything you want is at Britts.

sign in our popular Bridal Registry and tell your friends

Britts China and Silver Department, second floor

March 27, 1979
Guide To Correct Wedding Attire

VERY FORMAL

Bride
Evening and Daytime: Traditional gown with cathedral or chapel length train.

Evening: Full evening dress.
Daytime: Oxford-gray cutaway coat, striped trousers, formal white shirt with wing collar, striped or torneg down collar and striped four-inhand tie.

Groom and attendants
Evening: Formal suit with full evening dress.
Daytime: Oxford-gray cutaway coat, striped trousers, formal white shirt with wing collar, striped or torneg down collar and striped four-inhand tie.

Bridesmaids
Evening: Floor-length gowns.
Daytime: Same as evening but gowns are often less elaborate.

MOTHERS
Evening: Floor-length evening or dinner dresses. Small hats or veil.
Daytime: Same as evening but not as formal.

INFORMAL

(Always Daytime!)

Evening and Daytime: Floor length gown with or without train.
Evening: Dinner suit, black jacket for winter, white for summer.
Daytime: Black or oxford-gray coat, striped trousers, gray waistcoat, white shirt, turned-down collar, striped four-in-hand tie.

Guidelines may always be modified according to size, location of wedding, and the time of year. There are no really hard and fast rules to dictate such items as length of the bride's veil or wearing of gloves. Both decisions should be based on the style of dress chosen. Gloves now are considered optional apparel and again depend on the style of gown. There is one exception, and this is for informal weddings where gloves are required.

FIRM...not hard! COMFORTABLE...not soft!

Sealy Posturepedic

Firm... not hard; comfortable... not soft! Designed in cooperation with orthopedic surgeons for comfortably firm support. No morning backache from sleeping on a too-soft mattress. Lie down. The rest comes easy!

$89.95 Each Piece
Twin or Full Size
Available at fine furniture and department stores in South Florida
Check Every Angle When House-Hunting

Are you haunted by house hunting or apartment hunting? Surveys show that most Americans move several times during a lifetime. Even if your first home may not be your last, it is a major investment, so make it your policy to insure against sudden scares like closing costs, landscaping, upkeep and expensive wall or plumbing repairs.

You'll find that the house that Jack built can cost you a lot of “jack” if it has a sagging foundation, gummi gaters, wary or leaky roof. When it comes time to consider the rental or purchase of an apartment or home, study these timely signals.

First of all, buy what you can afford. Many a dream home has turned into a financial nightmare because costs weren't calculated correctly.

In addition to the down payment, consider the money required for preliminary and closing costs, mortgage payments, taxes, deeds, insurance, utilities and upkeep.

Next, add the expenses for furnishings, appliances and landscaping. Then tot up your monthly housing costs.

If you can meet your monthly housing expenses comfortably within your income, and still have enough left over for food, clothing, medical expenses, transportation and savings, then you can afford your dream home.

A home is a major investment. When shopping around, check locations and compare neighborhoods.

Ideally, the house should be accessible to transportation, schools, churches, shopping, recreation facilities and medical services.

Check to see if the sidewalks, street lights, sewers and curbs are installed and paid for.

Look at the building site. Too. Quality of the soil, drainage, and exposure to wind, sun and shade are important considerations all year around.

Both brand new and older dwellings should be checked for soundness of construction. A speaking coat of paint sometimes can conceal shoddy materials and poor workmanship.

Check important items such as the foundation, water supply and sewage disposal, chimney, roof and gutters, heating system, electricity, insulation and storage space.

At the very least, a formal wear, some wedding planning, and a few things for house hunting.
In-Laws Can Be Helpful, Especially With The Children

There is a part of marriage in which young couples give little thought during the happy days of courtship and honeymoon. This is the acquisition of in-laws who eventually become the “grandparents.”

Before marriage the relationship between the couple and their in-laws has been of a superficial nature. During the early years of a marriage we come to know the personality of our in-laws. A wife’s love for her husband causes her to overlook them. They have not yet learned to love each other’s parents in this way.

The very qualities which first made them admire and later love each other have been instilled in them by their parents. What they see as interference by these parents who have molded them is really sincere interest and concern for the young couple. This point is well understood when the young couple have their own children. The selfless love the younger couple show for their own children is reflected in the “interfering” love of the in-laws.

As the years progress the practical business of getting along together is only accomplished by tolerance. A sincere effort to understand the feelings and viewpoint of the in-laws will avoid the clash which may close the lines of communication completely. This foundation once built will sustain a healthy relationship among “Mama, Daddy, Grandma, Grandpa and the little ones.”

Never deprive a child of the privilege of enjoying the company of loving grandparents. The joy of being with someone whose every effort is to delight and entertain is an experience the child will cherish always. Wise parents can help their child draw valuable lessons from such a relationship.

This day of bauger for social justice, a parent must be careful not to allow the prejudices of an older generation to be carried on to the next. He should encourage his child to develop as an individual. If Grandpa and Grandma do not like the man down the street because of his color or the folks on the corner because of his faith, here is an excellent opportunity for the parent to teach the child sound principles of Christian charity.

The impatience of grandparents with innovation and change within the Christian community can be another source of confusion for the grandchildren. In this circumstance the parent must explain the reason for this attitude to the child. Being careful to point out the right of both opinions to exist.

There are also some grandparents who tend to be over-indulgent. Naturally they want their grandchildren to have all the material things possible, things they know will bring the child pleasure. This joy should not be denied the grandparent, but the parent should make the child understand that this good fortune is not but due just for being a grandchild. A spirit of personal humility and thankfulness should be cultivated in him.

Permissiveness is a word used often today. It means simply that young people are being allowed to do and say whatever they please without restraint by parent or society. Parents must stand by their ground on the matter of discipline. If children are allowed extra liberties while in the company of grandparents they must be brought back to the realities of benevolent parents as soon as possible. A firm stand by the parent and a sincere discussion with the grandparents may be one way to avoid this “double standard” of conduct.

As children grew older money plays an increasingly important part in their lives. Grandmas and Grandpa seem to have a money box in the backyard which produces in abundance for the grandchildren. If the parent must see that his child learns the value of a dollar. He should be allowed to accept money, but he must be taught to save for important purchases such as sporting equipment, new tires for the bike, new clothes, etc.

The child who is fortunate enough to have a close relationship with his grandparents has a special opportunity for personal development.

This contact helps to develop in him a respect for older persons and an appreciation of their opinions.

Natural Look Takes Skill

The beauty of a bride on her wedding day should have a natural look, the look which only skill and artifice can bring to give your face the look of radiant softness. It’s best to experiment with new makeup and hairstyles ideas well before the wedding, in order to allow the time needed to find the right, deft makeup ways that will win you the admiration of a “beautiful bride.”

The color of the wedding dress can affect shade of foundation and lipstick, as well as your choice of eyeshadow and mascara. A beige or delicate pink is best.

Lipstick and nail polish shades should be soft to allow a natural looking. A beige or delicate pink is best.

Eye makeup should be light and subtle. Avoid conspicuous eye shadow and mascara, heavily penciled brows. Underpainting is your aim.

Your wedding hairdo should be worked out together with your hairdresser and veil. Take them to your grandmother and ask him to design a style that’s similar to those you have, with slight modifications.

WEDDING INVITATIONS

50 for $8.30

Traditional Imprint

Plus matching accessories

Also etched toasting glasses, BILDER CAME KNIFE & SERVER, ETC.

For Personal Service in Your Home Call 685-0148 or 681-6408

Day w Evening Appointments

25% off on Mass Missals w/cha order

SNYDER PRINTING

Nicer Apartments & Dwellings

NEED

HOOPER HOUSE FURNITURE

* BEST QUALITY * LARGE SELECTIONS * MOST ATTRACTIVE PRICES

Serving S. Florida since 1949

At The Same Location

HOOPER HOUSE

FURNITURE AND INTERIORS

6141 Biscayne Blvd. x 791-2251

Jan. 9 to 5

SALE! MINK! SABLE! CHINCHILLA!

Our entire Fabulous 1970 Fur Collection!

The Adrian Thal label is your guarantee of lasting value, and as always during this once-a-year event, the values are truly extraordinary!

Our Collection is Priced From $389

So be wise... take advantage NOW of this opportunity to own an Adrian Thal Cape, stole, jacket or coat at unusual savings!
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They join hands.

The Bridegroom says:

"I, N., take you, N., to be my wife. I promise to be true to you in good times and in bad, in sickness and in health. I will love you and honor you all the days of my life."

The Bride says:

"I, N., take you, N., to be my husband. I promise to be true to you in good times and in bad, in sickness and in health. I will love you and honor you all the days of my life."

---

**Excerpts From New Rite For Marriage**

"Father, by your plan man and woman are united, and married life has been established as the one blessing that was not forfeited by original sin or washed away in the Flood."

"Look with love upon this woman, your daughter, now joined to her husband in marriage. She asks your blessing. Give her the grace of love and peace. May she always follow the example of the holy women whose praises are sung in the scriptures."

"May her husband put his trust in her and recognize that she is his equal and the heir with him to the life of grace. May he always honor her and love her as Christ loves his bride, the Church."

"Father keep them always true to your commandments. Keep them faith-ful in marriage and living examples of Christian life. Give them the strength which comes from the gospel so that they may be witnesses of Christ to others."

---

"Holy Father, creator of the universe, maker of man and woman in your own likeness, source of blessing for the married life, we humble pray to you for this bride who today is united with her husband in this sacrament of marriage."

"May your fullest blessings come upon her and her husband so that they may together receive in your gift of married love and enrich your Church with their children."
Best of The Books On Marriage

By FATHER JAMES MURPHY
Director, Division of Family Life, U.S. Catholic Conference

Preparation for marriage has always been a serious and complex endeavor, and it is more so today than ever before.

Even before the newly-married could look to their families for understanding and support, they are far too young at the time.

Young people today are the products of a longer and more specialized educational process than places great value in individualism. The decision to marry requires something of a personal recognition and the couple must work out for themselves their plans for family life.

Today's young couples are aware of this, and are in- tent on setting up some goals for married life, and some patterns.

High school and college marriage courses are helpful; discussions with friends and a priest provide insights; the pre-cana conference highlights personal and sexual aspects of the situation.

In the long run, they face mutual understanding of sharing cohabitation, building on a dialogue and a continual updating of information.

The book on marriage and family living can be helpful, and in recent years a number of informative and readable books have appeared directed to ordinary couples eager to get the best from their marriages.

In many cases the authors are married couples or more interested in sharing their insights on solving marriage problems. Within the Catholic community there is also a greater effort to discover and delineate the implications of Vatican II in regard to marriage and family life.

Today's young people are interested in some of the better selection currents in general reading.

One of the most recent offerings is Joseph and Lois Bird, "Grownups Fl969.", Norton.

"It is no longer enough to limit marriage preparations to the faith and practices and the tenets of the family as a system. "Every system" is unique and organic, and each family system is defined by the basic human strengths and weaknesses. The authors take the marriage preparation setting from this continuity from Stabil-Satis-

The following are some of the best books on marriage that can contribute to a more harmonious and satisfying married life.


"The Art of Loving" 1952, Erich Fromm. An inquiry into the nature of love, marriage which has been fraught with many problems, and the newly-married human being.

"Marriage is Holy" 1967, J. Calif. A careful study of the basic elements of the marriage contract. The authors show that every person has his own set of values. But the moral implications of the contract are there.

In many cases these are shared by others, but the emphasis may differ from person to person. Marrying anyone by virtue of one's association will not assure agreement.

Couples must re-examine their beliefs in God, and their marriage the basis of their faith community. They will then be able to understand each other better, and mutually supply the motivation and example that each one needs.

The "Mirages of Marriage" by Edgar and Jeanne 1968, N.Y. Norton. "The marriage is beneficial to the marriage of the faith of the church.

They will then be able to understand each other better, and mutually supply the motivation and example that each one needs. We must face the fact that the marriage contract is a religious contract, and the church will not assure agreement.

It is useful to know that the marriage contract is a religious contract, and the church will not assure agreement.

The "Mirages of Marriage" by Edgar and Jeanne 1968, N.Y. Norton. "The marriage is beneficial to the marriage of the faith of the church. In a dear and loving way, the church will not assure agreement.

In any case the authors are married couples, and are more interested in sharing their insights on solving marriage problems. Within the Catholic community there is also a greater effort to discover and delineate the implications of Vatican II in regard to marriage and family life.

Today's young people are interested in some of the better selection currents in general reading.
La felicidad conyugal existe. Pero no se le encuentra hecha en el momento de casarse... Hay que hacerla todos los días a base de ternura, paciencia, comprensión, buena voluntad.

André Mauriac

Cuando Se Tiene Amor

Por el Padre Angel Villaronga

Hay más que nunca es necesario preparar al matrimonio. Nunca como hoy se ha sensado tanto, directamente o indirectamente, el estado del matrimonio.

Hay una falsa epidemia y esta incontenible, difun- dida a través de los medios de comunicación social, que quiere desestimar la institución matrimonial.

Hace poco un artista cele- bre, escribió además de por sus actuaciones en la pantal- lona, por sus divorcios. Cary Grant, pronosticaba en Londres la desaparición del ma- trimonio para dentro de unos años. Un profesor de psicologi- a de Washington había dicho la misma pronunciación, pero un ver de seis años el pronostico dio.

Este día la prensa local nos ha dado mucho más aplauso. Y el artículo, acompañado de una fotografía, la que al ver una joven vestida de novia, the traída de mias-

las, nos trataba de convencernos, con pruebas de testimo- nios, de que el matrimonio es una muerte.

Proposiciones como la de un triunfo matrimonial para cada persona — uno a los 15 años, con una persona de 30; otro el divorcio a los 30 años, con una per- sona de 15; y un tercero, a los 45 años con una persona de 45. — Y proposici- ones como esta: la idea de tres partes en las que, el matrimonio es una muerte.

Al proponerse como la de un triunfo matrimonial para cada persona — uno a los 15 años, con una persona de 30; otro el divorcio a los 30 años, con una per- sona de 15; y un tercero, a los 45 años con una persona de 45. — Y proposici- ones como esta: la idea de tres partes en las que, el matrimonio es una muerte.

Flowers for the wedding

Whether you are planning a formal ceremony or simple one, lovely flowers will play an important part in making the day a memorable one. Let us help you; wedding flowers are our specialty.

PHONE: 683-6688

DOLLY'S FLORIST

13000 N.W. 7th Ave.
MAMI, FLA.
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El matrimonio Cristiano no lo forman dos personas. Hay un tercer en los dos. El es Jesús." Padre Calvo

Cuando Se Tiene Amor

"Dios, como te amo
Dios, como te amo
Dios, como te amo
Dios, como te amo
Dios, como te amo
Dios, como te amo"

"¿Cuando tiene amor para darte su vida en la verdad y en la fuerza?"

John 15:13

"Para un matrimonio feliz hace falta cuidar, confianza, comunicación constante, confianza mutua, a la luz de la vida, así permiten que el matrimonio sea un gran vaso de agua para que se alimente de amor y para que se alimente de amor.

Y cuando hay quexicl, faltar, a pesar de lo que le puede hacer, se alimenta el amor y se alimenta de amor.

Sorrondo

Balm and Banquets of th~ Mediterranean

In our Banquet Room

Pre-Nuptial Party • Luncheon
Dinner • Wedding Supper

RECEPTION
Orchids & Dance Floor
Wedding Cake
All Inclusive
Priced to suit all budgets

Wedding Cake
Sour, soft and sweet

SOMERSET

For Brides and Bridesmaids

Dress and Hair Design

Dress and Hair Design
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La familia, el matrimonio, el hogar.

Y para un matrimonio feliz hacen falta cuerpos que se gusten y se alargan, almas que se comprendan y se complementen y un Dios que nos dé toda eternidad a un amor que para ser verdadero, pide a gritos que se alargue para siempre.

Cuando hay hogar, falta, a pesar de lo que le puede hacer, se alimenta el amor y se alimenta de amor.

Sorrondo

Italian Restaurant & Cocktail Lounge

5039 S.W. 8 St., Miami

Joe and Christian Amato

It costs so little to be right...

A socially correct and adequately produced invitation is the beginning of a wonderful wedding day

NAPKINS MATCHES
THANK-YOU NOTES

Come in and let us assist you with your wedding plans

VENTURA PRINTING

362 N.E. 167th Street

Phone 946-3456
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En el Matrimonio

En el Matrimonio, nunca dejen que el amor muera. Si puede más que el "nosotros".

Lo que destruye la felicidad en el matrimonio, no es el odio, sino el "nosotros".

La felicidad en el matrimonio sólo puede darse el amor. No estamos hablando de amor físico, sino de amor, es decir, un amor que nos haga sentirnos felices.

El amor es la verdad misma. Es el que nos hace sentirnos completos, es el que nos da un sentido de seres completos.
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For 38 Years, America's Largest Manufacturer of Convertible Furniture Selling Direct to You.

Castro Convertibles...
for Gracious Home Living

“A look of elegance” is the starting point in the creation of every Castro Convertible because FIRST of all it’s a handsome, custom-styled sofa... the focal point of beauty in your living room! Fine proportion, artistry of line, and classic good taste give Castro Convertibles fashion flair, sumptuous comfort, distinction. Visit Castro. See exciting new concepts for today’s living in smartly-decorated model rooms. See how a luxurious Castro Convertible suits your plan, with room to spare! From exclusive patented “Featherlift” mechanism to the meticulous hand-tailoring of each completed style, Castro makes it ALL in its own 6 modern plants. Castro pride of craftsmanship means pride of possession for you in any stunning Castro sofa you choose. AND a trained Castro interior designer will be pleased to help in your selection!

Expert INTERIOR DECORATING is a Castro Courtesy Service. We Invite You to See Our Beautifully Decorated Model Rooms.

1409 Biscayne Blvd., Miami PHONE 377-0511
OPEN MON., THURS. & FRI. 10 AM TO 9:30 PM; TUES., WED. & SAT. TO 6 PM

2860 N. Federal Highway, (U.S. 1) Ft. Lauderdale BROWARD: LO 6-7411 • DADE 945-0311
OPEN MON., THURS. & FRI. 9:30 AM TO 9 PM; TUES., WED. & SAT. TO 6 PM
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